Play That Funky Music – Wild Cherry
Medley with Fire & We Got the Funk
(Key of E, 108 BPM) – Revised (format) 12/2/14

Intro gtr: (E9)-4X all: (E9)-4X
V1 (E9)-16X “Once I was a boogie singer...”
Pre-C (Drums)-4X “Yeah they were dancing, and singing...”
C (G9)-4X (G9) (Bb9) (CM7) (B7#9) “Play that funky music...”
Fill (E9)-4X
Solo-Gtr (E9)-8X
V2 (E9)-16X “At first it wasn’t easy...”
Pre-C (Drums)-4X “Yeah they were dancing, and singing...”
C (G9)-4X (G9) (Bb9) (CM7) (B7#9) “Play that funky music...”
Fill (E9)-4X
Solo-Sax (E9)-16X

Medley – Fire:
C: 8 bars (“Fire”) -4x
V: 16 bars (“The way you walk and talk...”) 
C: 8 bars (“Fire”) -4x

Medley – WGTF:
C: 8 bars (“We want the funk, give up the funk, we need the funk, we gotta have the funk”) -2x
Horns: 8 bars (“Da da da da dot...”) -2x
C: 8 bars (“We want the funk, give up the funk, we need the funk, we gotta have the funk”) -2x

Solo-Keys (E9)-16X
Pre-C “Yeah they were dancing, and singing...”
C “Play that funky music...”
Fill (E9)-4X
C/End “Play that funky music...”
(G9)-4X (G9) (Bb9) (CM7) (B7#9) (E)-let ring